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Abstract: The possible mechanisms for interaction of
the modulated microwave radiation at low intensities
with human nervous system have been discussed. The
numerical modelling of electromagnetic wave
propagation in muttilayered tissue is used for field level
determination inside the body. Experiments with lowlevel extremely low frequency amplitude-modulated
radiation at frequencies 450 MHz, 900 M.Hz and 4'5
GIJrz were carried out. Some kinds of feeling was
possible to distinguish, but it is difficult to determine
objective and subjective origin of the feelings.
INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic fields are known to interact with
living systems and under some circumstances may affect
human health tll The depth of penetration for higher
microwave frequencies is small, about the wavelength
inside the tissue. The level of microwave fields inside the
tissue is low and interaction effects in human body are
difficult to determine. Therefore most of investigations
have been carried out for high-level intensities in special
conditions in a test animal 12,3).

Most of people are exposed by radio and
microwave sources in their everyday life or professional

activity. The aim of this work is investigation of possible
effects of low-level microwave radiation interaction with
human physiological system, determination of fields level
and its spatial distribution inside biological bodies;
CALCULATION OF FIELD DISTRIBUTION
Fields inside human body, exposed by known
external electromagnetic field can be calculated by solving
Maxwell's equations subject to given boundary conditions.
The determination of the internal fields in biological media
is difficult problem due to heterogeneous material
properties and shape irregularity. Analytical theoretical
methods for electromagnetic radiation propagation and
absorption calculation in homogeneous or inhomogeneous
lossy medium, such as an integral equation method, plane
wave method, Fourier integral method, Greens' function

method and others, include always some kind of
approximation. The direct numerical finite-differencetime-domain FDTD method for Maxwell field equations
solving [a] get more reliable result. Therefore the FDTD
method was selected and the program packet MAFIA,

based on this method, used for this purpose [5].

In

model

for

calculations the external

field is

presented as a plane wave. The construction of plane or
spherical multilayered biological media consists of the skin

f the thickness d1:2 mm, fat of the thickness d2: 3 + l0
mm and muscle. The values

and conductivity

for

relative dielectric factor

calculation at different frequencies are given in Table
Table

e

o of different kind of tissue used in
1.

1.
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53
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5.5

5.5

5.5

0.08

0.1
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5l

0.t4
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The relative part of energy, absorbed in unit
volume element of tissue. was calculated. It is shown. that
- the reflection from tissue for various conditions, different
polarisation and angles of arrival is l0 - 50% from
external field enerry;
- the high portion of the energJ is dissipated in skin layer,
the skin can not be neglected in further discussion;
- the spatial distribution of density of absorbed field energJ
is highly nonuniform, different maximums take place in
every layer. These maximum points are near the layers
boundaries and the absorbed enerry level in these points is
much higher than average level;
- there is a significant difference of the enerry loss density
distribution caused by slight difference in the electrical
parameters of the tissue.
MECHANISMS OF INTERACTION

The various possible biophysical mechanisms of
interaction of microwave field can be discussed at different
levels of a living organism being: molecular, cellular,
organ, system.

The quantum enerry of the microwave radiation
is below 0.001 eV and too small to produce intramolecular
changes or brake intermolecular bond. Basic mechanism
on the molecular level is the field-induced rotation of polar
molecules. The relaxation of the free water take place at a

frequency of approximately 25 GHz. The relaxation of
biological molecules (peptides, protein) and bond water
occurs at lower frequencies between 500 MHz and 3 GHz
t6l The polar molecules rotation caused temperature
increase similar to thermal effect. No direct microwave
specific effects take place at molecular level.

The interaction at cellular level is caused by cell
membranes. The electrical parameters of the membrane are
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the capacitance and conductance. The membranes separate
the regions of different dielectric properties, so that
charged interfaces are formed. The equivalent electrical
structure for cell can be presented as three-plate capacitor
with ditrerent dielectric materials between these. At high

frequency electromagnetic fields

the cells exhibit a

frequency relaxation referred to as the Maxwell-Wagner

effect. The relaxation occurs between tens ?.tIz and
hundred MHz t6l. Specific biological effect is absent,
phenomenon is similar to rotational relaxation.

Macroscopic approach to the interaction is
absorption of electromagnetic power inside the body
caused by internal field and electric properties of the tissue.
Thermal energJ is generated. Under conditions of lowlevel intensity the thermoregulatory mechanisms are not
overwhelmed and the physiological temperature can be
maintained by regulatory mechanism of living system.
The calculated temperature changes do not
exceed 0.1-0.5 degrees for intensities 0.1-1 Wcm2. Due to
nonhomogeneity of microwave radiation distribution in
different depth of body layers the "hot spots" arises,
especially near the layers boundaries. The biological effect
of these spots is not clear.

distribution of density of absorbed in nonhomogeneous
human body microwave power is highly nonuniform:
absorbed enerry level in the maximum points is much
higher than average level. The significant differences of
the energJ loss density distribution, caused by slight
difference in the electrical parameters of the biological
material, make impossible to determine real level of
absorbed radiation energJ in the certain point of body.

The ELF amplitude-modulated low-level
microwave radiation has interaction effect on the human
brain. More exact measurements, including quantitative
estimation of brain state. are needed.
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lower frequencies and open waveguide at 4.5 GHz are
used. The antenna was moved round the head as near as
possible. The short-time effects are under investigation:
exposure time was 5-15 min.
In the experiments small group of voluntaries
participate. The subjective feeling of person under
exposure was registrated. No any feeling at 4.5 GHz
frequency was mentioned. Different sensitivity to exposure
effect for different persons occurs at lower frequencies. It
was possible to distinguish three kinds of feeling. nothing,
light warming and light stress. It is diffrcult to determine
objective and subjective origin of the feelings.

CONCLUSION

No any adequate biophysical effect can explain
mechanism of modulated low-level
microwave radiation with the nervous system. The spatial

the interaction
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